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Graduate Membership of the 
Psychological Society of Ireland - 

Application Checklist 
 
 

All documents must be submitted as part of the online membership application section here 
 
Documents required for those with PSI or BPS accredited undergraduate or 
conversion degree: 

1. Required - PDF copy of full academic transcript of PSI or BPS accredited undergraduate 
or conversion degree. Transcripts must be on university-headed paper and should 
include the name of the qualification, modules completed, final grade awarded, and date 
qualification was conferred.  
 

2. If eligible – If you are eligible for a reduced rate membership fee, please attach your 
reduced rate evidence to the reduced rate section of the online application. Please see 
here for information regarding reduced rate evidence. Please note, if your evidence is not 
appropriate, your application may be declined. 

 
3. If necessary - If your name is different from the name on your transcript, please provide 

evidence of this name change, for example marriage certificate.  
 
Documents required for those who have overseas qualifications: 

1. Required - PDF copy of original transcript of your overseas psychology qualification. If 
you have more than one psychology qualification, please attach copies of all psychology 
degrees. Transcripts must be on university-headed paper and should include the name of 
the qualification, modules completed, final grade awarded, and date qualification was 
conferred. 
 

2. Required - If your original transcript is not in English, please also provide a certified 
translation in PDF. Please provide certified translations for all original transcripts provided 
that are not in English. If your original transcript is in English this step is not required.  

 
3. Required - Completed GMA form. Please ensure to complete each section of the GMA 

form in full and sign and date. 
 

4. If eligible – If you are eligible for a reduced rate membership fee, please attach your 
reduced rate evidence to the reduced rate section of the online application. Please see 
here for information regarding reduced rate evidence. Please note, if your evidence is not 
appropriate, your application may be declined. 
 

5. If necessary - If your name is different from the name on your transcript, please provide 
evidence of this name change, for example marriage certificate.  
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